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American Beauty College has the latest hair trend for men this 2016. A more
modern and popularized versions of hairstyle especially for men.

(Newswire.net -- May 3, 2016) Los Angeles County, CA -- Hairstyles for men in 2016
will see some of the 2015 styles carrying over, but there will be a lot of longer hairstyle
trends taking over as the year progresses. There will be longer styles with wild textured

hair on top combined with short sides, and some will go for the natural short hair look with a simple sheer cut on top. A
more modern version of the pomp will also be popular, with a longer, looser style that has to be blown dry. Here are a
few other trends to expect in 2016:

Wavy with High Volume to Buzzed Skin Fades

There will be a variation of the undercut showing a fade and taper with the top remaining much longer; this will blend
into a wavy, more volumized look. This style will require one being comfortable with a blow dryer, brush and matte
pomade. It will contrast with the buzzed skin fades which will also be seen more in 2016 as the trend swings to a
contemporary buzzed style with fades that are high and tight.

Parts will also be Fashionable

A sleek style featuring a part will return again as the side part is such a timeless look and never seems to go out of
style. This classic haircut with the longer top and part appearing on the side will again be strong. A modern twist will be
added, known also as the razor line or side part line, where the classic haircut of a hard part line is added to the comb
over and pompadour look. It is a very clean and neat look, and while simple, it looks great. A classic barbershop would
be the ideal place to achieve this look.

The Man Bun Gains Steam

Once thought of as only a female look, the man bun is now appearing with facial hair to add a flair of masculinity. This
look is gaining popularity with young trendsetters next to the undercut and puts a twist to the female variation. This
style has been popularized by Swedish Soccer player, Zlatan Ibrahimovic.

The Curly Trend for 2016

Curly hair is often more difficult to work with, as it is harder to style and harder to cut so that it turns out the way one
envisions. The Puffy Undercut works well for curly or wavy hair as a lot of volume and texture is needed to attain the
look. The more volume and texture the easier to add the product to; straighter hair will require more layering.

American Beauty College

The American Beauty College has been sharing their knowledge in the beauty industry for more than 40 years. They
provide quality education for students to succeed and secure a future in the industry. Students who want to begin a
career in cosmetology and barbering should schedule an appointment for a tour and see how they can earn an
education to learn all the latest in men’s hair trends.

American Beauty College enrollment will provide students with all the key fundamentals of barbering procedures,
techniques, and methods of application when they join the Barbering Program. Here they acquire relevant knowledge
and information and are taught to apply this to their career in barbering while continuing to learn in all related areas of
the barbering industry.

The American Beauty College is the only one to offer Wahl courses to both barbering and cosmetology students. This
is a one-of-a-kind program that cannot be found in any other college. Find out today how to become a part of this
cutting-edge program.
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About American Beauty College

American Beauty College in West Covina, California is a pioneer in the beauty industry. They are a respected
establishment prepared to educate students and get them ready to pass the state licensing exam. They have
experienced staff that will help students find career placement after they graduate. Having over 40 years of experience
in the world's third largest industry, they are committed to giving their students the knowledge and tools needed to be
successful in this competitive field. Their professional and experienced instructors take their students through all the
steps and guide them through any new market trends and changes to ensure they enter their career fully prepared.
Students who are looking to pursue a career in the beauty industry can contact American Beauty College today.

American Beauty College

652 South Sunset Ave,
West Covina, 
Los Angeles County, CA 91790
United States
(626) 498-8916
enroll@americanbeautycollege.com
http://americanbeautycollege.com/
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